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About the Ukrainian Women’s Fund
The Ukrainian Women’s Fund is an international charitable organization founded in 2000.
We provide financial support, information and advisory services to civil society organizations (CSO’s) 
from Ukraine, Moldova and Belarus.
UWF is a member of the International Network of Women’s Funds, the Ukrainian Philanthropists Forum, 
the International Gender Policy Network and the Women’s Funding Network.

Mission of the Fund
We strive to support the civil society organizations, in particular, women’s CSOs in their active efforts to 
build a democratic society capable of ensuring equality, justice and respect for human rights by support-
ing the civil society development with financial opportunities.

Goals of the Fund
Promote human rights and fundamental freedoms of citizens by strengthening civil society organizations;
Attract resources to support civil society by developing a culture of philanthropy in Ukraine;
Facilitate the consolidation of women’s movement as an integral part of civil society in Ukraine, Moldova 
and Belarus;
Enhance public participation in decision-making processes at different levels;
Increase public attention towards issues of diversity and gender.
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Dear partners, colleagues and friends!

2014 is nearing its end, however, events that happened this year may not come to an instant halt, and the 
consequences of the humanitarian disaster would have to be addressed by us over the period of many 
years. At the same time, last year was not only the year of turmoil and loss but also a year of achievements 
and gains. Mainly, I’m talking about the experience that makes us stronger personalities, and our organiza-
tions become more adapted to the ever changing world. It is important for us to endure these tests and the 
world will begin to change with us in the way we influence it.

During the past year, our focus and priorities shifted repeatedly with some issues becoming urgent and re-
quiring flexibility, as well as an adequate response and provision of support in places where women needed 
it the most.

I can say that last year we not only stood strong but could also support Ukrainian (and not only) women 
and to some extent, we upheld our entire country because our work has always been implemented in the 
interests of the Ukrainian nation. 

Yes, some of our sisters remained in the occupied Crimea and were forced to adapt to the conditions of the 
new regime to stay under the new legal framework and continue to respect women’s rights. But you know 
how particularly difficult is the situation with human rights on the peninsula.

Our other sisters from Donbas were forced to leave their homes and extremely needed our help and we were 
able to help them greatly. 

All these events and new developments in our life have not left us indifferent on behalf of the whole UWF 
team I thank you all for the support from all over the world! Your words of encouragement, advice, your ac-
tions and financial support were extremely important for the Ukrainian women!

The New Year is coming and we are ready for it. In particular, we are ready to face new, yet unknown chal-
lenges. But we are ready. We know that we are not alone! We are together!

Wishing success to all of us in 2015!

Natalia Karbowska,

Chair of the Board
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Introduction
2014 was a tragic but extremely important year for the Ukrainian society. After Yanukovych fled the country 
and his regime collapsed, governmental institutions had been in a disoriented state for quite a long period of 
time, experiencing a complete change of the ruling elite with difficulties, including the transition from peaceful 
life to an undeclared war.

In this situation, the initiative was grasped by citizens and organizations of the third sector. During the revo-
lution, it all began with life-sustaining activities and establishment of Maidan’s infrastructure, as well as 
enforcement of the rule of law by concerned citizens and the continued formation of volunteer battalions, 
including the extremely powerful volunteer movement that supported and provided for the creation of combat 
ready army within the timeframe that is usually spent by specialized ministries on tender announcement.

Civil society organizations, including the Ukrainian Women’s Fund, have been engaged in the development 
of philanthropy among the Ukrainians for 15 years, it may already boast some accomplishments in this re-
spect. But we could not even predict such a rapid development- millions of Ukrainian assumed the funding of 
military units, thousands of ordinary people have left their jobs or moved away from private business mana-
gement and directed all their knowledge, skills and free time at the implementation of volunteer activities.

In turn, yesterday’s civic activists have realized that some initiatives do not provide the necessary scale and 
began to organize themselves in respective organizations (Women’s Hundred and others).

Needless to say that neither during the events of Euromaidan nor later during the war, women were not left 
aside the process. And if, in the first case, women were part of the Maidan, in the same capacity as they are 
in the society, in the second situation where the majority of ATO members are men, women are left with no 
choice but to become a significant part of volunteers’ movement.

Participation of the UWF was versatile - from personal (our entire office was involved in the Maidan activi ties 
– we brought food, medicines, supported the life of the town) to institutional - we proactively invested efforts 
in the development of strong women’s movement because it was not only relevant but also extremely impor-
tant. We provided financial support to specific projects (implemented the system of rapid response grants) 
to consolidate the women’s movement by facilitating the collaboration with other women’s organizations, 
continued to implement leadership programs for girls and women because the time of women has come. 
The society finally realized that women account for a half of the country’s human resources, which in any 
case cannot be ignored. And women believed in themselves because «Who else if not us?!” And therefore, 
2014 became the year of the new, still unknown challenges but it also became a time of new opportunities 
and we tried to live through this year as never before.
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PROMOTING WOMEN’S PARTICIPATION IN PEACE 
PROCESSES, POLITICAL TRANSITION, AND OTHER 
CRITICAL DECISION-MAKING PROCESSES AND 
INSTITUTIONS

Ukraine celebrated the New Year at the Maidan where women and men remained side 
by side at the forefront of the revolution during the entire winter. We sang the anthem 
together and held back the special riot police unit, mourned over Heavenly Hundred. 
However, history tends to forget about the role and involvement of women, eventually 
turning them into ordinary statisticians.

Therefore, UWF jointly with the Fulbright Program in Ukraine and public charitable 
organization «Ukrainian Fulbright Circle» and Women’s Squad named after Olga Ko-
bylianska organized the exhibition «The Women of Maidan» with an aim to remind of 
the women’s place in historic and tragic events of the modern history of Ukraine until 
they are not forgotten.

The exhibition that opened its doors in early April in the office of the Fulbright Program 
showcased 25 works presented by professional photographers, including amateur 
photos that were captured by participants of the events. Photographers represented 
at the exhibition are geographically from Ukraine, USA, Portugal, and Russia.

Subsequently, in the second half of May, the exhibition was opened at the birthplace - 
at the Independence Square and became an integral part of memorial places of the 
Euromaidan for the respective time.
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Maidan. Women’s Business
It became clear during the preparation of the ex-
hibition titled «The Women of Maidan» and inter-
action with the members of the Women’s Squad 
named after Olha Kobylyanska that the story of 
Maidan includes not only expressive photos of 
women who participated in the events but also 
the stories of women that happened during the 
Maidan times but were never captured on the 
camera. 

This is how the idea of publication «Maidan. 
Women’s Business» came to life, authored by 
Iryna Virtosu. The book is a collection of stories 
from 17 women who despite their professions 
and positions took active part in the Maidan, as 
part of the transformation that began in the heart 
of the Ukrainian capital. These women performed 
different roles apart from only cooking as it may 
be mentioned in textbooks later. These women 

include doctors and volunteers at the Maidan, psychologists and lecturers of the Open University of Maidan. Pen-
sioner and the people’s deputy, girl with cerebral palsy and representatives of charities. All together they would find 
things to do according to their abilities and preferences thus contributing to the common victory.

The uniqueness of the publication «Maidan. Women’s Business» is in the fact that it describes not only the reminis-
cences of witnesses. The publication represents important social initiatives that arose in the wake of the Maidan and 
is now being implemented by promoting the development of civil society in Ukraine.

Quotation: 

«Maidan- it’s a hundred of female roles! Activists, journalists, women who organized the work of volunteer services, 
organizers of the «Open University» initiators of Maidan’s Library ... And women who were engaged in setting up 
the logistic services at the Maidan, provided care to the wounded in hospitals, guarded the hospitals to keep the 
protesters from being abducted. Women – initiated the transportation of wounded to other oblasts to get medical 
care, treatment abroad, translation of information for foreign media, fundraising for the injured and relatives of the 
victims. Women in Self-Defense of the Maidan, women who underwent training under the supervision of army offi-
cers, women doctors, women who helped to carry wounded during the shooting of snipers auto-maidan participants, 
advocates, women psychologists, hairdressers, singers, women politicians...»

Iryna Virtosu
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First Step to Success. Ukraine
The Ukrainian Women’s Fund is aimed to facilitate the coordination of women’s movement in Ukraine by providing 
the support through grants and activities promoting communication among the women leaders. Therefore, the initi-
ative «First Step to Success» which serves as a hub for very young girls who plan to become activists of the wom-
en’s movement is also a vital part of our work. Founded in 2006, the initiative was aimed at fostering a new wave of 
Ukrainian feminists and future female leaders by supporting girls and young women in developing their leadership 
qualities and implementation of changes in their communities. 

In 2014, the project incorporated traditional annual meeting of the competition winners with a 5-day school of the or-
ganizational capacity building for participants of the network for 2006-2013. The combination of these events served 
as a unique opportunity to facilitate exchange of experience among the winners of the year and experienced activists 
alike, this, in turn, contributed to an extraordinary ambiance and good mood.

This year, fifteen participants from different regions of Ukraine had an opportunity to present personal social projects, 
according to the experts, their ideas were found to be among the most original and socially meaningful. Whereas, 
the ideas were implemented in various areas: business and politics, helping orphans and educational projects for 
schools children, youth mass media and promotion of eco-culture, social assistance to pensioners, including many 
more interesting things.

At training and workshops, a lot of attention was given to the issues of the organizational development, to the 
strengthening of the organizational capacity of civic society organizations represented by the existing participants 
of the school and the prospects. Within a limited period of time, we managed to cover a majority of issues that con-
cerned the girls, in particular: existing organizational development strategies; how to maintain leadership; effective 
team building, team work, attracting the «right» people, etc., to complement IT knowledge and experience of the girls. 

«Women in Ukraine have enormous poten-
tial to develop their leadership skills and en-
sure greater representation in central and lo-
cal government authorities - said Alessandra 
Tiso, UN Resident Coordinator in Ukraine. 
- I often visit UN project sites and see very 
strong women leaders there but  the percent-
age of women in leadership positions is very 
low at the Ukrainian parliament or in the gov-
ernment».

Ukrainian Women’s Fund is always open for 
cooperation, to suggestions of the girls who 
want to make their input in the new projects 
and initiatives, we are ready to provide advi-
sory, methodical and financial support to in-
different active leaders who are willing to join 
the youth women’s movement in Ukraine.
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First Step to Success. Moldova
The Ukrainian Women’s Fund has been working in Moldova for a long time, the list of partnering organization is grow-
ing annually. However, one very important component of our activity has been awaiting for the right timing to start.

And here in 2013, UWF introduces its successful initiative «First Step to Success» in Moldova. Based on the belief 
that the future of the country depends on the development of girls and young women - future leaders. The UWF has 
been looking for motivated, active girls to participate in the program in Moldova. 

The competition received 20 applications from girls from all over Moldova. Every application reflected an idea that 
can change the life of the community which they are part of. 

After processing the applications in January of 2014, we invited the girls to Chisinau so they could undergo a three-
day training program that included meetings with successful women who shared their experiences and advice on how 
to become accomplished. Also, participants learned how they can convert their ideas into the grant project applica-
tion, taking into account that the best projects will receive funding from the UWF.

Girls returned home after the training to prepare their project proposals. In April, grantees meeting was held in Mol-
dova to award mini-grants under the «First Step to Success» initiative.  In total, 8 projects were awarded based on 
the results of the competition. 

This meeting was held in the unusual format because awarding of the girls- winners of the competition under «First 
Step to Success» initiative was combined with awarding of the winners participating in the grant program implement-
ed by the Ukrainian Women’s Fund for women’s NGOs in Moldova.

For the first time, the meeting has convened grantees of different generations –women’s organizations with extensive 
experience in business and girls-leaders, as well as those who has just embarked on the journey in women’s move-
ment. They had an opportunity not only to present their organization and projects at the event but also had a chance 
to join thematic groups to discuss issues critical to their future activities, work challenges, plans, etc.
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I. PROTECTING WOMEN AND GIRLS FROM VIOLENCE AND ABUSE

а) Promoting issues on prevention of abuse 
towards women by girls-leaders among 
their peers 

The issue of violence against women has 
never been losing its momentum since 
the independence. In 2014, when violence 
was an ongoing issue on the agenda of the 
country impacted by the violence against 
peaceful protesters at the Maidan and then 
during the undeclared war in the East, the 
problem of violence against women was 
blatant. Whereas, we’re not talking only 
about women who suffer in the areas of 
armed conflict, we’re talking about a surge 
of violence against women in the «peace-
ful» life.

Repeated alerts about the rise of violence 
in the society gave us a clear understand-
ing - an urge to correct the situation.

In 2014, UWF awarded 9 grants to the tune 
of UAH 966,984 for the project implement-
ed in 9 regions of Ukraine: Vinnytsia, Volyn, 
Zhytomyr, Zaporizhzhya, Kyiv, Kirovograd, 
L’viv, Odesa, and Rivne. The overall objec-
tive of the project was to raise awareness 
among girls and boys to identify vari ous 
forms of violence and counteraction me-
thods as well as to share the experience 
among peers.

In a partnership with UN Trust Fund to 
End Violence against Women.
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Promoting issues on prevention of abuse towards 
women by girls-leaders among their peers, UAH

121 100,00 

81 080,00

127 914,00

117 708,00 

100 000,00 

99 312,00

107 290,00

79 300,00

Zhytomyr oblast NGO «Fidem»

Bila Tserkva city NGO «Pravova ednist»

Volyn oblast NGOs «Korporatsia 
shchastia" and "Radist dytynstva»

Rivne oblast NGO «Chayka»

Zaporizhzhia oblast NGO 
«Association of psychologists and 
psychiatrists VZAEMODIYA»

Civil movement «Vira, Nadiya, Liubov»

Vinnytsia NGO «Vis»

NGO «Terytoriya Uspikhu»



b) Joint initiative of women’s and HIV/AIDS 
- service organizations aimed at prevention 
and counteraction of gender-based 
violence and HIV/AIDS 

The Fund has always been engaged in the facilitation of consolidated women’s movement. Women’s organizations 
are very different in terms of activities they do and opportunities they have, nevertheless, there is always space for 
collaboration and an opportunity to uphold and strengthen each other.

Therefore, we have initiated a unique project that aims to combine women’s organizations and HIV/AIDS service 
organizations. Dialogue with partners made it clear to understand that the clients of HIV/AIDS service organizations 
often encounter gender-based violence. And HIV/AIDS service organizations lack this sort of expertise, therefore, the 
experience of experts from women’s organizations are indispensable. Thus, the issue of cooperation and exchange 
of experience resurfaced.

Grant program provided an opportunity for such cooperation in the framework of specific initiatives that were funded 
by the UWF. Altogether, there have been 5 grants awarded to the tune of UAH 328,918 in the following regions - 
Zaporizhyzhya, Kirovograd, L’viv, Odesa, and Rivne.

Also, the Fund held a two-day training on the integration of gender-based violence and HIV/AIDS into the existing 
programs and innovative initiatives of HIV/AIDS  service organizations and organizations fighting to prevent a gen-
der-based violence.

The collaboration resulted in the coalition between the HIV/AIDS services organization and organization working to 
prevent a gender-based violence, including the development of a 5-year annual plan of joint actions to counteract the 
gender-based violence and HIV/AIDS prevention.
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II. ENGAGING WOMEN IN CRISIS AND CONFLICT PREVENTION AND INVESTING 
IN WOMEN’S AND GIRLS’ ECONOMIC EMPOWERMENT TO PROMOTE STRONG, 
STABLE SOCIETY

Partner: USAID  AgroInvest Project

Since 2013, the Ukrainian Women’s Fund jointly with USAIDs AgroInvest Project has been equally engaged to facili-
tate the involvement of men and women into the social-economic development of the rural sector. 

The project assessed gender-based integration in the agricultural sector. The study identifies key obstacles to gender 
equality in rural areas (see. Chart) that helped to formulate clear goals and objectives that had been emphasized 
during the first phase of the project in 2013.

In 2014, during the second phase of the 
project participants had additional training 
and shifted to the implementation of the 
earlier developed plans. It should be noted 
that representatives of Khmelnitsky, Vinni-
tsa, Ternopil, Cherkasy and Zaporizhzhya 
regions have developed a complete and 
detailed plans. These plans related to com-
munity revitalization by attracting men and 
women to decision-making in the communi-
ty, training have been held on how to start a 
business and solve social problems.

The collaboration between the UWF and 
AgroInvest Project helped to empower rural 
women through awareness of the person-
al changes and changes within their own 
communities. The project allowed to estab-
lish a versatile partnership between local 
organizations that are seeking to tackle 
actual challenges encountered by the com-
munity, including the formation of gender 
sensitive policy.

Level of 
management

 14%

Lack of proper 
education

 9%

Stereotypes 

27%
Lack of 

programs 

9%

Lack of information

 5%

Low motivation

 4%

National culture 

23%

Organizational 

9%

Barriers in achieving equal participation of 
women and men
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III. ENSURING SAFE, EQUITABLE ACCESS TO RELIEF AND RECOVERY 
ASSISTANCE FOR INTERNALLY DISPLACED POPULATIO
The extraordinary fate of many hundreds of Ukrainians from Donbas is hiding behind the official term of «internally 
displaced persons». On the one hand, they left their homes because their homes have not only ceased to be their for-
tress - in many cases these homes were just destroyed physically. On the other hand, these people have abandoned 
everything and went on to try their luck in other regions of Ukraine, they faced outright hostility towards them. Under 
the Ukrainian realities, often times the word «Donetsky» is used with blatant disregard and automatically equals to 
the perception of the «separatists».

Therefore, our next project has offered life - Donetsk National University was evacuated to Vinnitsa where its stu-
dents and teacher experienced the stereotypes that formed the attitude of others towards them. They understood 
that it is essential to establish a dialogue. Whereas, it should be accomplished at the level of the entire society. How-
ever, they decided to start with themselves in Vinnitsa.

Of course, we could not stand aside and suppor-
ted the publication with an eloquent title «Stories of 
non-separatists». 

Here’s what the host, Elena Taranenko wrote in the 
editorial – acting head of the department of Journal-
ism, Donetsk National University:

«Maybe the title of the collection may seem unfortu-
nate as it includes counter-arguments – «Stories of 
non-separatist». However, it is one of our current 
painful issues – we are Ukrainians from Donetsk scat-
tered throughout the Ukraine beyond out native cities 
and towns of Donbas, we have to prove our patrio-
tism all the time, have to engage in a hidden debate 
with the society related to own identity, participate in 
an implicit however forced interaction available in our 
everyday life to prove that we’re Ukrainians. We have 
to absurdly prove that «We are non-donetsky donet-
sky» ...»

The publication stirred a great interest towards the 
issues of discrimination and marginalization of IDPs 
from Donetsk and Lugansk regions and forced the so-
ciety to listen to the voices of Ukrainians from Donbas.
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IV. PROMOTING LINKS BETWEEN WOMEN’S GROUPS IN CRIMEA, EASTERN 
AND SOUTHERN PARTS OF UKRAINE AND THE REST OF THE COUNTRY

The subject of establishing a dialogue between women of different regions of Ukraine in recent years has become 
critical as never before because some political forces have been systematically following the known principle «Divide 
and conquer». The consequences of such deliberate schism greatly complicate mutual understanding between dif-
ferent regions and become barriers to consolidation and joint solutions to common problems.

Therefore, we as UWF, understand the need for systematic work to overcome the negative consequences of such 
hostile activities led by some politicians, decided to systematically include this factor, if possible, in all of our projects.

This is how the project titled «From local action to a united country» came about.  The main idea behind the project 
was to actively involve women in politics through the development of local political platforms, however, a need for 
established dialogue between women of different regions pushed towards the expanded geographical coverage of 
the project.  It was decided to implement this project jointly by taking into account the interests of women from both 
Kherson, Odesa and Volyn regions.

The project was a great success despite the gender stereotypes rooted in the communities of the three regions. 
Organizers (grant was implemented by Kherson oblast center «Successful Woman»)  managed to attract more than 
300 participants by holding not only «Deputy Workshops» devoted to leadership, involvement of women in political 
processes, election campaigns but also strengthened the confidence of women in themselves and in what’s impor-
tant to them through established  dialogue between women of different regions.

As a result, the project held All-Ukrainian Forum «From local actions to a united country,» it was decided to create a 
nationwide political platform for the empowerment of women at the level of decision-making.

Another practical result was the nomination, election or appointment of women in various political posts, invitations 
to participate in the elections and so on.
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3 676 060,90 UAH
(253,765.00 USD)66,3%

100%
2 436 995,40 UAH
(194,959.63 USD)

Protecting 
women and girls 

from violence 
and abuse

TOTAL GRANTS
PROVIDED 76 

 38 grants

GRANTS PROGRAM
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13,6%

11,8%

173 668,00 UAH
(13,893.44 USD) 

499 610,00 UAH
(39,968.80 USD)
 

432 787,50 UAH
(34,623.00 USD) 

3,6%
133 000,00 UAH
(10,640.00 USD) 

Ensuring safe, equitable access to 
relief and recovery assistance for 
internally displaced population

Promoting links between women’s groups 
in Crimea, Eastern and Southern parts of 
Ukraine and the rest of the country

Engaging women in crisis and conflict prevention 
and investing in women’s and girls’ economic 
empowerment to promote strong, stable society

Promoting women’s participation in peace 
processes, political transition, and other critical 
decision-making processes and institutions

 9 grants

4,7%
 5 grants

 3 grants

21 grants
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FUNDING

UWF funding in 2014, USD

SOURCE USD

UN Trust Fund to End Violence against Women 15,830

The Sigrid Rausing Trust 149,460

Mama Cash 25,600

OAK Foundation 50,000

USAID AgroInvest Project 26,380

USAID and Office of Global Women’s Issues 46,290

Global Fund for Women 7,040

Women’s International League for Peace and Freedom 6,715

Urgent Action Fund 5,000

Women’s civil society organizations in Ukraine, other donors in Ukraine and 
abroad 4,260

Interest on deposits 47,265

Total 383,840
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Office supplies: 2,795

TOTAL: 435,070

Salary

Professional consultants

Communication

Office rent

Banking fee

Conferences / meetings / trainings

Publications / printing / web-site

Transportation services / Business 
travel

Office supplies

Grants

Equipment

Other

Salary: 55,090

Professional consultants:  
27,510

Office rent: 5,144

Communication: 7,679

Banking fee: 2,032

Conferences / meetings / 
trainings: 54,165

Transportation services / 
Business travel: 15,835

Grants: 253,765

Publications / printing / 
web-site: 8,155

Other: 1,750
Equipment: 1,150

Expenditures, 2014, USD
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